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W FRED GRAHAM = 
RITICS of the Warren Commis- 

®@ sion’s report on the assassination 

fof President John F. Kennedy would 

| do well to bear in mind the bard who 
“srt "As you go on ‘through life, 

er, /Whatever be your goal— 

your eye upon the donut/And 

Swot upon the hole.” For it obscures the 

F@uth to search for holes in the 
}warren Report without viewing it 
nao background of the Com- 

’s peculiar nature and the 

"possible alternatives to the conclu- 
estons It reached. 

tility president Kennedy had been 
Sgined by a disease, it would have been 
‘“hatural to call in the medical profes- 
®Bfon to clear up any mystery about its 
Mffature. Since he died by assassina- 

mn, which is a crime, lawyers were 
| Balled upon to arrive at the truth of 
\the case. 

& a point of view. (The best 
can believe passionately in every 

i i 3 case, including the cases of 
F t rascals.) Their truth - finding 
genius is not individual, it is institu- 

tional — the adversary system — and 

record of Congressional investi- 

bout the assassination, and with no 

72 ‘Reports’on the Report”. trae 

ae 
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Precedents to guide him, he turned 
'mstinctively to lawyers and the law. 

“He appointed the nation's most dis- 

[and a number of top-ranked recent 

aw graduates (to do most of the 
york). i" 

_ ‘They naturally adopted a forensic 

method. The witnesses and physical 

idence were marshaled so that the 

would unfold in a trial-like 

nner, with witnesses responding to 

estions and submitting exhibits for 

e record. Testimony was taken 

er in deposition form by the staff 

i before the Commission members 
themselves somewhat as in a court- 

om. The result was a verbatim rec- 

ord of 522 witnesses’ testimony (94 
of these witnesses testified before:the 
Commission), which filled 26 volumes 

when published and read reassuringly 
like a trial transcript. Basing their 
findings on this evidence, the Com- 
mission issued its 816-page report, 
which documented in impressive detail 
the story of Lee Harvey Oswald's 
crime. cae “i 

The report was an immediate pop- 
ular success. It was persuasive,jts 
conclusion that Oswald acted alpne 
stilled the conspiracy rumors, and it 
came out before the November, 1964, 

jor



has been found than ever 
the past.” The American Bar 

ciation Journal carried an 

precluded’ ! 2 
fying against her husband. Someob- 

servers were So 
that they suggested substituting! a 
Warren Commission type of prtite- 

opposing 5 

amine the witnesses; there was: 
division of function between inv 
gator, attorney, judge and jury; 
was no impending appellate review. 

‘These were a few of the shortcom~ 
ings: that seem to ave, meproage 
Edward Jay Epstein as he studied the 
workings of the Commission for his 

Master's thesis in government at Cor- 
nell, As he delved deeper, he alpo 
concluded that the commission 

pers themselves did not devote 
time to their study, that the ‘ 
Tk age 

si fet ER ARETE 
‘pict was hastily’ issued “to'meet “the 
‘tection deadline. 

‘wiFinally, Mr, Epstein found evidence 
‘hat led him to doubt the essential 
premise of the Warren report — that 
Wawald acted alone. On Jan. a 
a#aff had seen for the first time® 

sequénce 

‘assassination en | 

maximum time — 
“elapsed between the first hits of Pres- 
ident Kennedy and Governor Connally 
‘was only 1.8 seconds, Tests showed 

“To say that 
hit by separate bullets is Z 

ymous with saying that there were 
two assassins.” 

* Gaviing ts Ube wiltten veport an) 

ae oy Bethesda: 

_ because, 
Mr. Epstein, 

“newly _ declassified FB. , 
Dec. 9, 1963, and Jan. 13, 19 
state flatly that the first 

struck President Kennedy in the 
“shoulder and did not exit at the fro 
“They do not say upon what evidence, 
‘this conclusion was reached. es 

“corpse, which might prove that then 
bullet. passed through as the doctors: 
testified, are reportedly being held #y— 

then:Secret. 

effect is blunted—it is & 
“cult to believe that any institu- 
ction could be as inept, carel Sip 

jand the possibility that th 
passassination, “given” Oswald's | 
ydeath, may be : inexplicable, 
: Neither author appears to ap-" 

ly would have expected the 4 
_ prosecution to marshal a casey 
{that answered all questions, exa\ 
{p Plained all motives and fore=s 

p closed all possibilities, It 
phave been enough to prove ber 
yyond a reasonable doubt tha 
ee 
if some embarrassing loose ends 

would have obacuredythem; ios 

é > do | ,. Be} prov- “ing that Oowald’aid hele he 
responsibility to look at 

_ available evidence and conclu 
whether or not he acted alone 
Furthermore, its task was not® 
only to find the truth, but to” 
be seen to have found the truth 

conspiracy theory. In fallin; 
‘take this into account, and 
concluding that the Commissi n 

\ must therefore have prostituted’ 
» itselr for some dark political 
F purpose, the authors detract® 
from their disclosures that thé!
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